Patch Management

Automate patching, consolidate security and patch management

Most MSPs try to keep customer systems up to date with security patches, but inefficient tools make the process slow and tedious, increasing the window for attackers to exploit vulnerabilities.

Bitdefender Patch Management enables you to automate OS and Applications patching with fine-grained controls and robust reporting that can support compliance requirements. It covers your customers’ entire Windows install base - workstations, physical servers and virtual servers.

Bitdefender Patch Management is superior to other solutions thanks to its ultra-fast patch scans, support for the largest base of third-party applications, granular options, and reliability. By consolidating patching and security, you further reduce costs and streamline management and reporting.

Key Benefits:

- Minimize security risks by drastically reducing time to patch critical vulnerabilities
- Improve your cyber hygiene and IT team's productivity - automate patch scans, deployment, and reporting
- Simplify compliance and patch reporting, meet risk management requirements
- Reduce costs by consolidating patch management and endpoint security to a single vendor and platform
- Improve customer productivity with up-to-date applications and fewer issues or slowdowns
- Grow revenues with a simple MSP managed service with monthly licensing and aggregated price tiers

Grow revenues, consolidate security and reduce costs with Bitdefender GravityZone Cloud MSP Security:

- Endpoint Security (Core, physical endpoints)
- Security for Virtualized Environments (Core, for VMs, cloud)
- Security for AWS (Core, designed for AWS)

Optional add-on products

- Advanced Threat Security
- Endpoint Detection and Response
- Patch Management
- Full Disk Encryption
- Email Security
- Security for Exchange
- Managed Detection and Response
Features and capabilities

**Fastest to scan and deploy patches**
Bitdefender Patch Management can scan systems for missing patches in seconds and, once identified, patches can be quickly deployed using automated or manual options.

**Support for the largest set of third-party applications and Windows, and Linux OS**
Easily patch not just Windows and Linux OS but also the most extensive list of applications your customers are likely to use. Centralize patching across sites, physical and virtual workstations and servers.

**Improved workflows with flexible automated and managed patching**
Create patch inventory, schedule patch scanning, choose applications to patch automatically, vary scheduling for security and non-security patches, and postpone reboots. Use Smart Scan to automatically scan new applications.

**Validation, reporting and rollback**
Get confirmation that patches have been applied and receive reports to support compliance with external regulations or internal policies. If needed, patches can easily be rolled back from GravityZone.

**Unified agent, policies and reporting for security and patching**
Activating Bitdefender Patch Management add-on product from the GravityZone MSP console makes it easier for you to keep customer systems up to date and consolidates security and patch agents, deployment, monitoring and reporting.

Patch Management activation and licensing

To activate the Bitdefender Patch Management add-on product, agree on pricing with your distributor/RMM and make sure they’ve made it visible, then you will be able to tick the Patch Management box, and reconfigure the endpoint package to include the Patch Management module.

Learn more and try the full Bitdefender MSP Security

Go to [www.bitdefender.com/msp](http://www.bitdefender.com/msp) and fill in the free trial form or create a customer company with Monthly Trial License in GravityZone.